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Nuclear Strategy in the Modern Era - Vipin Narang 2014-05-25
The world is in a second nuclear age in which regional powers play an increasingly prominent role. These
states have small nuclear arsenals, often face multiple active conflicts, and sometimes have weak
institutions. How do these nuclear states—and potential future ones—manage their nuclear forces and
influence international conflict? Examining the reasoning and deterrence consequences of regional power
nuclear strategies, this book demonstrates that these strategies matter greatly to international stability and
it provides new insights into conflict dynamics across important areas of the world such as the Middle East,
East Asia, and South Asia. Vipin Narang identifies the diversity of regional power nuclear strategies and
describes in detail the posture each regional power has adopted over time. Developing a theory for the
sources of regional power nuclear strategies, he offers the first systematic explanation of why states choose
the postures they do and under what conditions they might shift strategies. Narang then analyzes the
effects of these choices on a state's ability to deter conflict. Using both quantitative and qualitative analysis,
he shows that, contrary to a bedrock article of faith in the canon of nuclear deterrence, the acquisition of
nuclear weapons does not produce a uniform deterrent effect against opponents. Rather, some postures
deter conflict more successfully than others. Nuclear Strategy in the Modern Era considers the range of
nuclear choices made by regional powers and the critical challenges they pose to modern international
security.
Nonproliferation Policy and Nuclear Posture - Neil Narang 2015-10-08
This volume examines the causes and consequences of nuclear postures and nonproliferation policies. The
real-world importance of nuclear weapons has led to the production of a voluminous scholarly literature on
the causes and consequences of nuclear weapons proliferation. Missing from this literature, however, is a
more nuanced analysis that moves beyond a binary treatment of nuclear weapons possession, to an
exploration of how different nuclear postures and nonproliferation policies may influence the proliferation
of nuclear weapons and subsequent security outcomes. This volume addresses this deficit by focusing on
the causes and consequences of nuclear postures and nonproliferation policies. It is the aim of this book to
advance the development of a new empirical research agenda that brings systematic research methods to
bear on new dimensions of the nuclear weapons phenomenon. Prior to the contributions in this volume,
there has been little evidence to suggest that nuclear postures and policies have a meaningful impact on
the spread of nuclear weapons or security outcomes. This book brings together a new generation of
scholars, advancing innovative theoretical positions, and performing quantitative tests using original data
on nuclear postures, nonproliferation policies, and WMD proliferation. Together, the chapters in this
volume make novel theoretical, empirical, and methodological contributions to the field of nuclear weapons
proliferation. This book will be of much interest to students of nuclear proliferation, international relations
and security studies.
The War That Must Never Be Fought - George P. Shultz 2015-08-01
This book discusses the nuclear dilemma from various countries' points of view: from Japan, Korea, the
Middle East, and others. The final chapter proposes a new solution for the nonproliferation treaty review.

Nuclear Statecraft - Francis J. Gavin 2012-10-16
We are at a critical juncture in world politics. Nuclear strategy and policy have risen to the top of the global
policy agenda, and issues ranging from a nuclear Iran to the global zero movement are generating sharp
debate. The historical origins of our contemporary nuclear world are deeply consequential for
contemporary policy, but it is crucial that decisions are made on the basis of fact rather than myth and
misapprehension. In Nuclear Statecraft, Francis J. Gavin challenges key elements of the widely accepted
narrative about the history of the atomic age and the consequences of the nuclear revolution. On the basis
of recently declassified documents, Gavin reassesses the strategy of flexible response, the influence of
nuclear weapons during the Berlin Crisis, the origins of and motivations for U.S. nuclear nonproliferation
policy, and how to assess the nuclear dangers we face today. In case after case, he finds that we know far
less than we think we do about our nuclear history. Archival evidence makes it clear that decision makers
were more concerned about underlying geopolitical questions than about the strategic dynamic between
two nuclear superpowers. Gavin's rigorous historical work not only tells us what happened in the past but
also offers a powerful tool to explain how nuclear weapons influence international relations. Nuclear
Statecraft provides a solid foundation for future policymaking.
Nuclear Deterrence - Lawrence Freedman 2018-10-04
Part of the new Ladybird Expert series, Nuclear Deterrence is an accessible and authoritative introduction
to the deterrent tactics employed to prevent war, drawing on the unprecedented power of nuclear weapons.
Written by celebrated historian and professor of War Studies Sir Lawrence Freedman, Nuclear Deterrence
explores the history behind the world's most lethal weapon. You'll learn about the history of the arms race,
the implications of mutual assured destruction, the consequences of nuclear proliferation, and why
disarmament proved to be so difficult.
My Journey at the Nuclear Brink - William Perry 2015-11-11
My Journey at the Nuclear Brink is a continuation of William J. Perry's efforts to keep the world safe from a
nuclear catastrophe. It tells the story of his coming of age in the nuclear era, his role in trying to shape and
contain it, and how his thinking has changed about the threat these weapons pose. In a remarkable career,
Perry has dealt firsthand with the changing nuclear threat. Decades of experience and special access to
top-secret knowledge of strategic nuclear options have given Perry a unique, and chilling, vantage point
from which to conclude that nuclear weapons endanger our security rather than securing it. This book
traces his thought process as he journeys from the Cuban Missile Crisis, to crafting a defense strategy in
the Carter Administration to offset the Soviets' numeric superiority in conventional forces, to presiding over
the dismantling of more than 8,000 nuclear weapons in the Clinton Administration, and to his creation in
2007, with George Shultz, Sam Nunn, and Henry Kissinger, of the Nuclear Security Project to articulate
their vision of a world free from nuclear weapons and to lay out the urgent steps needed to reduce nuclear
dangers.
Deterrence in the Second Nuclear Age - Keith B. Payne 2021-10-21
Keith Payne begins by asking, "Did we really learn how to deter predictably and reliably during the Cold
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War?" He answers cautiously in the negative, pointing out that we know only that our policies toward the
Soviet Union did not fail. What we can be more certain of, in Payne's view, is that such policies will almost
assuredly fail in the Second Nuclear Age—a period in which direct nuclear threat between superpowers has
been replaced by threats posed by regional "rogue" powers newly armed with chemical, biological, or
nuclear weapons. The fundamental problem with deterrence theory is that is posits a rational—hence
predictable—opponent. History frequently demonstrates the opposite. Payne argues that as the one
remaining superpower, the United States needs to be more flexible in its approach to regional powers.
Nuclear Deterrence in the 21st Century - Thérèse Delpech 2012-03-28
Deterrence remains a primary doctrine for dealing with the threat of nuclear weapons in the 21st century.
The author reviews the history of nuclear deterrence and calls for a renewed intellectual effort to address
the relevance of concepts such as first strike, escalation, extended deterrence, and other Cold War-era
strategies in today's complex world of additional superpowers, smaller nuclear powers, and nonstate actors.
Post-Cold War Conflict Deterrence - Naval Studies Board 1997-04-16
Deterrence as a strategic concept evolved during the Cold War. During that period, deterrence strategy
was aimed mainly at preventing aggression against the United States and its close allies by the hostile
Communist power centers--the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and its allies, Communist China
and North Korea. In particular, the strategy was devised to prevent aggression involving nuclear attack by
the USSR or China. Since the end of the Cold War, the risk of war among the major powers has subsided to
the lowest point in modern history. Still, the changing nature of the threats to American and allied security
interests has stimulated a considerable broadening of the deterrence concept. Post-Cold War Conflict
Deterrence examines the meaning of deterrence in this new environment and identifies key elements of a
post-Cold War deterrence strategy and the critical issues in devising such a strategy. It further examines
the significance of these findings for the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps. Quantitative and qualitative
measures to support judgments about the potential success or failure of deterrence are identified. Such
measures will bear on the suitability of the naval forces to meet the deterrence objectives. The capabilities
of U.S. naval forces that especially bear on the deterrence objectives also are examined. Finally, the book
examines the utility of models, games, and simulations as decision aids in improving the naval forces'
understanding of situations in which deterrence must be used and in improving the potential success of
deterrence actions.
America's Nuclear Crossroads - Caroline Dorminy 2019-07-30
As the United States adjusts to a changing global balance of power, nuclear deterrence is poised to return
to a level of importance in U.S. national security not seen since the end of the Cold War. However, U.S.
nuclear strategy will have to contend with emerging issues like arms control in a multipolar world, the
evolution of strategic technology, and the new contours of great power competition. America's Nuclear
Crossroads: A Forward-Looking Anthology is a useful reference tool for policymakers and laypeople alike as
they navigate an increasingly complex nuclear security environment. The debates and policy decisions that
play out over the next few years will likely affect America's nuclear deterrence and arms control strategies
for decades to come. This anthology offers a wide view of the most pressing challenges the United States is
facing at this crossroads. While it cannot resolve every emerging problem, we hope America's Nuclear
Crossroads sparks a broader dialogue and offers some initial recommendations for solving said challenges.
U.S. Nuclear Weapons Policy - George Bunn 2007-08-29
What role should nuclear weapons play in today's world? How can the United States promote international
security while safeguarding its own interests? U.S. Nuclear Weapons Policy informs this debate with an
analysis of current nuclear weapons policies and strategies, including those for deterring, preventing, or
preempting nuclear attack; preventing further proliferation, to nations and terrorists; modifying weapons
designs; and revising the U.S. nuclear posture. Presidents Bush and Clinton made major changes in U.S.
policy after the Cold War, and George W. Bush's administration made further, more radical changes after
9/11. Leaked portions of 2001's Nuclear Posture Review, for example, described more aggressive possible
uses for nuclear weapons. This important volume examines the significance of such changes and suggests a
way forward for U.S. policy, emphasizing stronger security of nuclear weapons and materials, international
compliance with nonproliferation obligations, attention to the demand side of proliferation, and reduced

reliance on nuclear weapons in U.S. foreign policy.
Nuclear Blackmail and Nuclear Balance - Richard K. Betts 2010-12-01
In numerous crises after World War II—Berlin, Korea, the Taiwan Straits, and the Middle East—the United
States resorted to vague threats to use nuclear weapons in order to deter Soviet or Chinese military action.
On a few occasions the Soviet Union also engaged in nuclear saber-ratling. Using declassified documents
and other sources, this volume examines those crises and compares the decisionmaking processes of
leaders who considered nuclear threats with the commonly accepted logic of nuclear deterrence and
coercion. Rejecting standard explanations of our leader's logic in these cases, Betts suggests that U.S.
presidents were neither consciously blufffing when they made nuclear threats, nor prepared to face the
consequences if their threats failed. The author also challenges the myth that the 1950s was a golden age
of low vulberability for the United Stateas and details how nuclear parity has, and has not, altered
conditions that gave rise to nuclear blackmail in the past.
India's Emerging Nuclear Posture - Ashley J. Tellis 2001
"This book brings together the many pieces of India's nuclear puzzle and the ramifications for South Asia.
The author examines the choices facing India from New Delhi's point of view in order to discern which
future courses of action appear most appealing to Indian security managers. He details how such choices, if
acted upon, would affect U.S. strategic interests, India's neighbors, and the world."--BOOK JACKET.
History and Strategy - Marc Trachtenberg 2020-09-01
This work is a powerful demonstration of how historical analysis can be brought to bear on the study of
strategic issues, and, conversely, how strategic thinking can help drive historical research. Based largely on
newly released American archives, History and Strategy focuses on the twenty years following World War
II. By bridging the sizable gap between the intellectual world of historians and that of strategists and
political scientists, the essays here present a fresh and unified view of how to explore international politics
in the nuclear era. The book begins with an overview of strategic thought in America from 1952 through
1966 and ends with a discussion of "making sense" of the nuclear age. Trachtenberg reevaluates the
immediate causes of World War I, studies the impact of the shifting nuclear balance on American strategy
in the early 1950s, examines the relationship between the nuclearization of NATO and U.S.-West European
relations, and looks at the Berlin and the Cuban crises. He shows throughout that there are startling
discoveries to be made about events that seem to have been thoroughly investigated.
The Second Nuclear Age - Paul Bracken 2012-11-13
A leading international security strategist offers a compelling new way to "think about the unthinkable."
The cold war ended more than two decades ago, and with its end came a reduction in the threat of nuclear
weapons—a luxury that we can no longer indulge. It's not just the threat of Iran getting the bomb or North
Korea doing something rash; the whole complexion of global power politics is changing because of the
reemergence of nuclear weapons as a vital element of statecraft and power politics. In short, we have
entered the second nuclear age. In this provocative and agenda-setting book, Paul Bracken of Yale
University argues that we need to pay renewed attention to nuclear weapons and how their presence will
transform the way crises develop and escalate. He draws on his years of experience analyzing defense
strategy to make the case that the United States needs to start thinking seriously about these issues once
again, especially as new countries acquire nuclear capabilities. He walks us through war-game scenarios
that are all too realistic, to show how nuclear weapons are changing the calculus of power politics, and he
offers an incisive tour of the Middle East, South Asia, and East Asia to underscore how the United States
must not allow itself to be unprepared for managing such crises. Frank in its tone and farsighted in its
analysis, The Second Nuclear Age is the essential guide to the new rules of international politics.
The Future of the U.S.-Soviet Nuclear Relationship - National Academy of Sciences 1991-02-01
The United States and the Soviet Union could drastically reduce their nuclear arsenals below the levels
prescribed by the new Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START). The end of the Cold War and the
transformation of international security now under way present the United States with opportunities to
develop new policies based on greater international cooperation with the Soviet Union and other major
powers. This new book describes two lower levels of nuclear forces that could be achieved, as well as other
related measures to improve international security.
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The Case for U.S. Nuclear Weapons in the 21st Century - Brad Roberts 2015-12-09
This book is a counter to the conventional wisdom that the United States can and should do more to reduce
both the role of nuclear weapons in its security strategies and the number of weapons in its arsenal. The
case against nuclear weapons has been made on many grounds—including historical, political, and moral.
But, Brad Roberts argues, it has not so far been informed by the experience of the United States since the
Cold War in trying to adapt deterrence to a changed world, and to create the conditions that would allow
further significant changes to U.S. nuclear policy and posture. Drawing on the author's experience in the
making and implementation of U.S. policy in the Obama administration, this book examines that real world
experience and finds important lessons for the disarmament enterprise. Central conclusions of the work are
that other nuclear-armed states are not prepared to join the United States in making reductions, and that
unilateral steps by the United States to disarm further would be harmful to its interests and those of its
allies. The book ultimately argues in favor of patience and persistence in the implementation of a balanced
approach to nuclear strategy that encompasses political efforts to reduce nuclear dangers along with
military efforts to deter them.
The Fragile Balance of Terror - Vipin Narang 2023-01-15
In The Fragile Balance of Terror, the foremost experts on nuclear policy and strategy offer insight into an
era rife with more nuclear powers. Some of these new powers suffer domestic instability, others are led by
pathological personalist dictators, and many are situated in highly unstable regions of the world?a volatile
mix of variables. The increasing fragility of deterrence in the twenty-first century is created by a confluence
of forces: military technologies that create vulnerable arsenals, a novel information ecosystem that rapidly
transmits both information and misinformation, nuclear rivalries that include three or more nuclear powers,
and dictatorial decision making that encourages rash choices. The nuclear threats posed by India, Pakistan,
Iran, and North Korea are thus fraught with danger. The Fragile Balance of Terror, edited by Vipin Narang
and Scott D. Sagan, brings together a diverse collection of rigorous and creative scholars who analyze how
the nuclear landscape is changing for the worse. Scholars, pundits, and policymakers who think that the
spread of nuclear weapons can create stable forms of nuclear deterrence in the future will be forced to
think again. Contributors: Giles David Arceneaux, Mark S. Bell, Christopher Clary, Peter D. Feaver, Jeffrey
Lewis, Rose McDermott, Nicholas L. Miller, Vipin Narang, Ankit Panda, Scott D. Sagan, Caitlin Talmadge,
Heather Williams, Amy Zegart
North Korea and Nuclear Weapons - Sung Chull Kim 2017
North Korea is perilously close to developing strategic nuclear weapons capable of hitting the United States
and its East Asian allies. The volume contributors contend that the time to prevent North Korea from
achieving this capability is virtually over; scholars and policymakers must turn their attention to how to
deter a nuclear North Korea.
The Long Shadow - Muthiah Alagappa 2008
The Long Shadow investigates the purposes and roles of nuclear weapons in the new security environment,
the nature and content of the national nuclear strategies of relevant states, and their implications for
international security and stability in the Asian security region
The End of Strategic Stability? - Lawrence Rubin 2018-09-03
During the Cold War, many believed that the superpowers shared a conception of strategic stability, a
coexistence where both sides would compete for global influence but would be deterred from using nuclear
weapons. In actuality, both sides understood strategic stability and deterrence quite differently. Today’s
international system is further complicated by more nuclear powers, regional rivalries, and nonstate actors
who punch above their weight, but the United States and other nuclear powers still cling to old conceptions
of strategic stability. The purpose of this book is to unpack and examine how different states in different
regions view strategic stability, the use or non-use of nuclear weapons, and whether or not strategic
stability is still a prevailing concept. The contributors to this volume explore policies of current and
potential nuclear powers including the United States, Russia, China, India, Iran, Israel, Pakistan, and Saudi
Arabia. This volume makes an important contribution toward understanding how nuclear weapons will
impact the international system in the twenty-first century and will be useful to students, scholars, and
practitioners of nuclear weapons policy.

Delaying Doomsday - Rupal N. Mehta 2019-12-31
In 1960, President Kennedy warned of a dangerous future, rife with nuclear-armed states and a widespread
penchant for conflict by the end of the century. Thankfully, his prediction failed to pass; in fact, roughly
three times as many countries have since opted to give up their nuclear pursuit or relinquish existing
weapons than have maintained their arsenals. Nevertheless, clandestine acquisition of nuclear materials
and technology by states such as Iraq, Syria, and Iran, and a nuclear North Korea, has reaffirmed the need
for United States' commitment to pursuing aggressive counterproliferation strategies, particularly with
rogue states. This book looks at the experiences of countries that ventured down the path of nuclear
proliferation but were stopped short, and examines how the international community bargains with
proliferators to encourage nuclear reversal. It asks why so many states have relented to pressure to
abandon their nuclear weapons programs, and which counterproliferation policies have been successful.
Rupal N. Mehta argues that the international community can persuade countries to reverse their weapons
programs with rewards and sanctions especially when the threat to use military force remains "on the
table". Specifically, nuclear reversal is most likely when states are threatened with sanctions and offered
face-saving rewards that help them withstand domestic political opposition. Historically, the United States
has relied on a variety of policy levers--including economic and civilian nuclear assistance and, sometimes,
security guarantees, as well as economic sanctions--to achieve nuclear reversal. Underlying these
negotiations is the possibility of military intervention, which incentivizes states to accept the agreement
(often spearheaded by the United States) and end their nuclear pursuit. The book draws on interviews with
current and former policymakers, as well as in-depth case studies of India, Iran, and North Korea, to
provide policy recommendations on how best to manage nuclear proliferation challenges from rogue states.
It also outlines the proliferation horizon, or the set of state and non-state actors that are likely to have
interest in acquiring nuclear technology for civilian, military, or unknown purposes. The book concludes
with implications and recommendations for U.S. and global nuclear counterproliferation policy.
The Evolution of Nuclear Strategy - Lawrence Freedman 2016-04-30
'...Lawrence Freedman has provided a masterly account of the evolution of nuclear strategic thought which
is steeped in scholarship, elegantly written, and comprehensive in scope.' Edward M.Spiers, Times Higher
Education Supplement
Nuclear Strategy in the Modern Era - Vipin Narang 2014
"This excellent book offers a novel typology of nuclear postures and a theory that explains why states adopt
certain postures but not others, before assessing the consequences of postures for deterrence. An
exemplary blend of theory and qualitative and quantitative evidence, its conclusions have wide-ranging
implications for the way we think about nuclear deterrence."--Alexander Downes, George Washington
University "This book makes a major contribution to our understanding of the nuclear challenges that we
currently face. Narang argues that the theories developed during the Cold War cannot explain the nuclear
policies of regional powers. To fill this important gap, he convincingly lays out three distinct nuclear
postures available to regional powers and he questions conventional wisdom to show that a state's nuclear
posture significantly influences its deterrence effect."--Charles Glaser, George Washington University "With
the end of the Cold War, the nuclear postures of countries other than the United States and Russia are
increasingly central for theory and policy, but our knowledge of these postures has been deficient. Showing
that states have tailored their stances to different internal and external situations, Narang combines rich
empirical research and careful theorizing to add greatly to our understanding of deterrence."--Robert
Jervis, author of "The Meaning of the Nuclear Revolution" "Vipin Narang's study of the causes and
consequences of different states' nuclear weapons postures is a significant contribution to the literature on
the causes of military doctrine, as well as the literature on both nuclear proliferation and deterrence
theory. Narang's interpretations are novel and thought provoking, and he skillfully combines rich case
study work with sophisticated statistical tests."--Scott D. Sagan, Stanford University
Bernard Brodie and the Foundations of American Nuclear Strategy - Barry Howard Steiner 1991
Steiner analyzes how and why Brodie's understanding of weapons of unparalleled explosive force led him to
posit the need for revolutionary strategic thinking in broadminded analytic method and in the focus upon
cities as nuclear targets. He shows the tremendous effect Brodie's work had on the intellectual climate in
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which policy is determined, particularly in his frequent combatting of conventional wisdom.
Nuclear Logics - Etel Solingen 2009-02-09
Nuclear Logics examines why some states seek nuclear weapons while others renounce them. Looking
closely at nine cases in East Asia and the Middle East, Etel Solingen finds two distinct regional patterns. In
East Asia, the norm since the late 1960s has been to forswear nuclear weapons, and North Korea, which
makes no secret of its nuclear ambitions, is the anomaly. In the Middle East the opposite is the case, with
Iran, Iraq, Israel, and Libya suspected of pursuing nuclear-weapons capabilities, with Egypt as the anomaly
in recent decades. Identifying the domestic conditions underlying these divergent paths, Solingen argues
that there are clear differences between states whose leaders advocate integration in the global economy
and those that reject it. Among the former are countries like South Korea, Taiwan, and Japan, whose
leaders have had stronger incentives to avoid the political, economic, and other costs of acquiring nuclear
weapons. The latter, as in most cases in the Middle East, have had stronger incentives to exploit nuclear
weapons as tools in nationalist platforms geared to helping their leaders survive in power. Solingen
complements her bold argument with other logics explaining nuclear behavior, including security
dilemmas, international norms and institutions, and the role of democracy and authoritarianism. Her
account charts the most important frontier in understanding nuclear proliferation: grasping the relationship
between internal and external political survival. Nuclear Logics is a pioneering book that is certain to
provide an invaluable resource for researchers, teachers, and practitioners while reframing the policy
debate surrounding nonproliferation.
Doctrine for Joint Operations - United States. Joint Chiefs of Staff 1995

only needs the ability to absorb an enemy nuclear attack and still be able to respond with a devastating
counterattack. So long as the US, or any other nation, retains such an assured retaliation capability, no
sane leader would intentionally launch a nuclear attack against it, and nuclear deterrence will hold.
According to this theory, possessing more weapons than necessary for a second-strike capability is illogical.
This argument is reasonable, but, when compared to the empirical record, it raises an important puzzle.
Empirically, we see that the United States has always maintained a nuclear posture that is much more
robust than a mere second-strike capability. In The Logic of American Nuclear Strategy, Matthew Kroenig
challenges the conventional wisdom and explains why a robust nuclear posture, above and beyond a mere
second-strike capability, contributes to a state's national security goals. In fact, when a state has a robust
nuclear weapons force, such a capability reduces its expected costs in a war, provides it with bargaining
leverage, and ultimately enhances nuclear deterrence. This book provides a novel theoretical explanation
for why military nuclear advantages translate into geopolitical advantages. In so doing, it helps resolve one
of the most-intractable puzzles in international security studies. Buoyed by an innovative thesis and a vast
array of historical and quantitative evidence, The Logic of American Nuclear Strategy will force scholars to
reconsider their basic assumptions about the logic of nuclear deterrence.
Brokering Peace in Nuclear Environments - Moeed Yusuf 2018-05-08
One of the gravest issues facing the global community today is the threat of nuclear war. As a growing
number of nations gain nuclear capabilities, the odds of nuclear conflict increase. Yet nuclear deterrence
strategies remain rooted in Cold War models that do not take into account regional conflict. Brokering
Peace in Nuclear Environments offers an innovative theory of brokered bargaining to better understand
and solve regional crises. As the world has moved away from the binational relationships that defined Cold
War conflict while nuclear weapons have continued to proliferate, new types of nuclear threats have arisen.
Moeed Yusuf proposes a unique approach to deterrence that takes these changing factors into account.
Drawing on the history of conflict between India and Pakistan, Yusuf describes the potential for third-party
intervention to avert nuclear war. This book lays out the ways regional powers behave and maneuver in
response to the pressures of strong global powers. Moving beyond debates surrounding the widely
accepted rational deterrence model, Yusuf offers an original perspective rooted in thoughtful analysis of
recent regional nuclear conflicts. With depth and insight, Brokering Peace in Nuclear Environments urges
the international community to rethink its approach to nuclear deterrence.
Nuclear Strategy in the Modern Era - Vipin Narang 2014-05-25
The world is in a second nuclear age in which regional powers play an increasingly prominent role. These
states have small nuclear arsenals, often face multiple active conflicts, and sometimes have weak
institutions. How do these nuclear states—and potential future ones—manage their nuclear forces and
influence international conflict? Examining the reasoning and deterrence consequences of regional power
nuclear strategies, this book demonstrates that these strategies matter greatly to international stability and
it provides new insights into conflict dynamics across important areas of the world such as the Middle East,
East Asia, and South Asia. Vipin Narang identifies the diversity of regional power nuclear strategies and
describes in detail the posture each regional power has adopted over time. Developing a theory for the
sources of regional power nuclear strategies, he offers the first systematic explanation of why states choose
the postures they do and under what conditions they might shift strategies. Narang then analyzes the
effects of these choices on a state's ability to deter conflict. Using both quantitative and qualitative analysis,
he shows that, contrary to a bedrock article of faith in the canon of nuclear deterrence, the acquisition of
nuclear weapons does not produce a uniform deterrent effect against opponents. Rather, some postures
deter conflict more successfully than others. Nuclear Strategy in the Modern Era considers the range of
nuclear choices made by regional powers and the critical challenges they pose to modern international
security.
The Politics and Strategy of Nuclear Weapons in the Middle East - Shlomo Aronson 2012-02-01
Based on research from an array of American, Arab, British, French, German, and Israeli sources, this book
provides a nuclear history of the world’s most explosive region. Most significantly, it gives an exposition of
Israel’s acquisition and political use, or nonuse, of nuclear weapons as a central factor of its foreign policy
in the 1960-1991 period. In stressing the factor of nuclear weapons, the author highlights an often-

Analyzing Strategic Nuclear Policy - Charles L. Glaser 2014-07-14
With sweeping changes in the Soviet Union and East Europe having shaken core assumptions of U.S.
defense policy, it is time to reassess basic questions of American nuclear strategy and force requirements.
In a comprehensive analysis of these issues, Charles Glaser argues that even before the recent easing of
tension with the Soviet Union, the United States should have revised its nuclear strategy, rejecting
deterrent threats that require the ability to destroy Soviet nuclear forces and forgoing entirely efforts to
limit damage if all-out nuclear war occurs. Changes in the Soviet Union, suggests Glaser, may be best
viewed as creating an opportunity to make revisions that are more than twenty years overdue. Glaser's
provocative work is organized in three parts. "The Questions behind the Questions" evaluates the basic
factual and theoretical disputes that underlie disagreements about U.S. nuclear weapons policy.
"Alternative Nuclear Worlds" compares "mutual assured destruction capabilities" (MAD)--a world in which
both superpowers' societies are highly vulnerable to nuclear retaliation--to the basic alternatives: mutual
perfect defenses, U.S. superiority, and nuclear disarmament. Would any basic alternatives be preferable to
MAD? Drawing on the earlier sections of the book, "Decisions in MAD" addresses key choices facing
American decision makers. Originally published in 1990. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest printon-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist
of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is
to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Arms and Influence - Thomas C. Schelling 2020-03-17
“This is a brilliant and hardheaded book. It will frighten those who prefer not to dwell on the unthinkable
and infuriate those who have taken refuge in stereotypes and moral attitudinizing.”—Gordon A. Craig, New
York Times Book Review Originally published more than fifty years ago, this landmark book explores the
ways in which military capabilities—real or imagined—are used, skillfully or clumsily, as bargaining power.
Anne-Marie Slaughter’s new introduction to the work shows how Schelling’s framework—conceived of in a
time of superpowers and mutually assured destruction—still applies to our multipolar world, where wars
are fought as much online as on the ground.
The Logic of American Nuclear Strategy - Matthew Kroenig 2018
For decades, the reigning scholarly wisdom about nuclear weapons policy has been that the United States
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neglected aspect of Israeli security policy. This is the first interpretation of the historical development of
nuclear doctrine in the Middle East that assesses the strategic implications of opacity—Israel’s use of
suggestion, rather than open acknowledgment, that it possesses nuclear weapons. Aronson discusses the
strategic thinking of Israel, the Arab countries, the U.S., the former Soviet Union, and other countries and
connects Israeli strategies for war, peace, territories, and the political economy with the use of nuclear
deterrence. The author approaches the development of Israeli doctrines on nuclear weapons and defense in
general within a large matrix that includes the United States; Israeli perceptions of Arab history, culture,
and psychology; and Israeli perceptions of Israel’s own history, culture, and psychology. He also deals with
Arab perceptions of Israel’s nuclear program and with Arab and Iranian incentives to go nuclear. In
addition, he discusses at length the importance of nuclear factors in the conduct of the Persian Gulf War
and examines the implications of the decline of the former Soviet Union for arms control and peace in the
Middle East. Professor Shlomo Aronson teaches political science at Hebrew University, Jerusalem. He is the
author of a number of books, including Conflict and Bargaining in the Middle East. Oded Brosh is a Fellow
at the Center for Science and International Affairs, John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard
University.
Seeking the Bomb - Vipin Narang 2022-01-11
The first systematic look at the different strategies that states employ in their pursuit of nuclear weapons
Much of the work on nuclear proliferation has focused on why states pursue nuclear weapons. The question
of how states pursue nuclear weapons has received little attention. Seeking the Bomb is the first book to
analyze this topic by examining which strategies of nuclear proliferation are available to aspirants, why
aspirants select one strategy over another, and how this matters to international politics. Looking at a wide
range of nations, from India and Japan to the Soviet Union and North Korea to Iraq and Iran, Vipin Narang
develops an original typology of proliferation strategies—hedging, sprinting, sheltered pursuit, and hiding.
Each strategy of proliferation provides different opportunities for the development of nuclear weapons,
while at the same time presenting distinct vulnerabilities that can be exploited to prevent states from doing
so. Narang delves into the crucial implications these strategies have for nuclear proliferation and
international security. Hiders, for example, are especially disruptive since either they successfully attain
nuclear weapons, irrevocably altering the global power structure, or they are discovered, potentially
triggering serious crises or war, as external powers try to halt or reverse a previously clandestine nuclear
weapons program. As the international community confronts the next generation of potential nuclear
proliferators, Seeking the Bomb explores how global conflict and stability are shaped by the ruthlessly
pragmatic ways states choose strategies of proliferation.
The Revolution that Failed - Brendan Rittenhouse Green 2020-03-05
A theoretical analysis and historical investigation of the Cold War nuclear arms race that challenges the
nuclear revolution.
Winning and Losing the Nuclear Peace - Michael Krepon 2021-10-19
The definitive guide to the history of nuclear arms control by a wise eavesdropper and masterful storyteller,
Michael Krepon. The greatest unacknowledged diplomatic achievement of the Cold War was the absence of
mushroom clouds. Deterrence alone was too dangerous to succeed; it needed arms control to prevent
nuclear warfare. So, U.S. and Soviet leaders ventured into the unknown to devise guardrails for nuclear
arms control and to treat the Bomb differently than other weapons. Against the odds, they succeeded.
Nuclear weapons have not been used in warfare for three quarters of a century. This book is the first indepth history of how the nuclear peace was won by complementing deterrence with reassurance, and then
jeopardized by discarding arms control after the Cold War ended. Winning and Losing the Nuclear Peace
tells a remarkable story of high-wire acts of diplomacy, close calls, dogged persistence, and extraordinary
success. Michael Krepon brings to life the pitched battles between arms controllers and advocates of
nuclear deterrence, the ironic twists and unexpected outcomes from Truman to Trump. What began with a
ban on atmospheric testing and a nonproliferation treaty reached its apogee with treaties that mandated
deep cuts and corralled "loose nukes" after the Soviet Union imploded. After the Cold War ended, much of
this diplomatic accomplishment was cast aside in favor of freedom of action. The nuclear peace is now
imperiled by no less than four nuclear-armed rivalries. Arms control needs to be revived and reimagined for

Russia and China to prevent nuclear warfare. New guardrails have to be erected. Winning and Losing the
Nuclear Peace is an engaging account of how the practice of arms control was built from scratch, how it
was torn down, and how it can be rebuilt.
Drawdown - Paul Hawken 2017-04-18
• New York Times bestseller • The 100 most substantive solutions to reverse global warming, based on
meticulous research by leading scientists and policymakers around the world “At this point in time, the
Drawdown book is exactly what is needed; a credible, conservative solution-by-solution narrative that we
can do it. Reading it is an effective inoculation against the widespread perception of doom that humanity
cannot and will not solve the climate crisis. Reported by-effects include increased determination and a
sense of grounded hope.” —Per Espen Stoknes, Author, What We Think About When We Try Not To Think
About Global Warming “There’s been no real way for ordinary people to get an understanding of what they
can do and what impact it can have. There remains no single, comprehensive, reliable compendium of
carbon-reduction solutions across sectors. At least until now. . . . The public is hungry for this kind of
practical wisdom.” —David Roberts, Vox “This is the ideal environmental sciences textbook—only it is too
interesting and inspiring to be called a textbook.” —Peter Kareiva, Director of the Institute of the
Environment and Sustainability, UCLA In the face of widespread fear and apathy, an international coalition
of researchers, professionals, and scientists have come together to offer a set of realistic and bold solutions
to climate change. One hundred techniques and practices are described here—some are well known; some
you may have never heard of. They range from clean energy to educating girls in lower-income countries to
land use practices that pull carbon out of the air. The solutions exist, are economically viable, and
communities throughout the world are currently enacting them with skill and determination. If deployed
collectively on a global scale over the next thirty years, they represent a credible path forward, not just to
slow the earth’s warming but to reach drawdown, that point in time when greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere peak and begin to decline. These measures promise cascading benefits to human health,
security, prosperity, and well-being—giving us every reason to see this planetary crisis as an opportunity to
create a just and livable world.
Nuclear Weapons and Coercive Diplomacy - Todd S. Sechser 2017-02-02
Are nuclear weapons useful for coercive diplomacy? This book argues that they are useful for deterrence
but not for offensive purposes.
Strategic Stability in the Second Nuclear Age - Gregory D. Koblentz 2014-11-01
The world has entered a second nuclear age shaped by rising nuclear states and military technologies.
Gregory Koblentz argues that the United States should work with the other nuclear-armed states to manage
threats to nuclear stability in the near term and establish processes for multilateral arms control efforts
over the longer term.
NL ARMS Netherlands Annual Review of Military Studies 2020 - Frans Osinga 2020-12-03
This open access volume surveys the state of the field to examine whether a fifth wave of deterrence theory
is emerging. Bringing together insights from world-leading experts from three continents, the volume
identifies the most pressing strategic challenges, frames theoretical concepts, and describes new
strategies. The use and utility of deterrence in today’s strategic environment is a topic of paramount
concern to scholars, strategists and policymakers. Ours is a period of considerable strategic turbulence,
which in recent years has featured a renewed emphasis on nuclear weapons used in defence postures
across different theatres; a dramatic growth in the scale of military cyber capabilities and the frequency
with which these are used; and rapid technological progress including the proliferation of long-range strike
and unmanned systems. These military-strategic developments occur in a polarized international system,
where cooperation between leading powers on arms control regimes is breaking down, states widely make
use of hybrid conflict strategies, and the number of internationalized intrastate proxy conflicts has
quintupled over the past two decades. Contemporary conflict actors exploit a wider gamut of coercive
instruments, which they apply across a wider range of domains. The prevalence of multi-domain coercion
across but also beyond traditional dimensions of armed conflict raises an important question: what does
effective deterrence look like in the 21st century? Answering that question requires a re-appraisal of key
theoretical concepts and dominant strategies of Western and non-Western actors in order to assess how
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they hold up in today’s world. Air Commodore Professor Dr. Frans Osinga is the Chair of the War Studies
Department of the Netherlands Defence Academy and the Special Chair in War Studies at the University

Leiden. Dr. Tim Sweijs is the Director of Research at The Hague Centre for Strategic Studies and a
Research Fellow at the Faculty of Military Sciences of the Netherlands Defence Academy in Breda.
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